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This is the third volume of a new series of publications by Delphi Classics, the best-selling publisher

of classical works. A first of its kind in digital print, the â€˜Masters of Artâ€™ series allows Kindle

readers to explore the works of the worldâ€™s greatest artists in comprehensive detail. This volume

presents the complete paintings and letters of the Dutch master Vincent van Gogh. For all art lovers,

this stunning collection offers a personal and unique digital portrait of one of the worldâ€™s greatest

artists.Features:* the complete paintings of Vincent van Gogh â€” over 800 paintings, fully indexed

and arranged in chronological order* features a special â€˜Highlightsâ€™ section, with concise

introductions to the masterpieces, giving valuable contextual information* beautiful 'detail' images,

allowing you to explore van Gogh's celebrated works in detail* numerous images relating to van

Goghâ€™s life and works* includes over 800 letters â€” explore the artistâ€™s vast and scholarly

correspondence with his brother Theo* EVEN includes the detailed biography by van Goghâ€™s

sister-in-law* hundreds of images in stunning colour - highly recommended for Kindle Fire, iPhone

and iPad users, or as a valuable reference tool on traditional KindlesCONTENTS:The

HighlightsSTILL LIFE WITH CABBAGE AND CLOGSAVENUE OF POPLARS IN AUTUMNTHE

POTATO EATERSSKULL WITH BURNING CIGARETTESELF-PORTRAIT WITH STRAW HATTHE

WHITE ORCHARDPORTRAIT OF THE POSTMAN JOSEPH ROULINSTILL LIFE: VASE WITH

TWELVE SUNFLOWERSVINCENTâ€™S HOUSE IN ARLES (THE YELLOW HOUSE)THE CAFÃ‰

TERRACE ON THE PLACE DU FORUM, ARLES, AT NIGHTPORTRAIT OF DR.

GACHETVINCENTâ€™S BEDROOM IN ARLESVINCENTâ€™S CHAIR WITH HIS PIPETHE RED

VINEYARDSELF-PORTRAIT WITH BANDAGED EARTHE STARRY NIGHTWHEAT FIELD WITH

CYPRESSESIRISESWHEAT FIELD WITH CROWSThe PaintingsTHE COMPLETE

PAINTINGSALPHABETICAL LIST OF PAINTINGSThe LettersTHE CORRESPONDENCE OF

VINCENT VAN GOGHThe BiographyMEMOIR OF VINCENT VAN GOGH by Johanna Gesina van

Gogh
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The Delphi Classics collection of Van Gogh not only has all of his paintings in color (on 's Kindle

apps for the iPad, PC or tablets), but virtually the entire 'Complete Letters of Vincent Van Gogh', all

for the amazing price of $2.99. If you have the boxed 3-volume set of the 'Complete Letters...' you

will notice that the Kindle edition does not include the drawings and some of the extra letters and

supplemental commentary, but the Delphi Classics edition organizes the letters to his other

acquaintances in chronological order within his letters to his brother Theo, something the hardcover

edition doesn't do (the other letters are in their own sections at the end). The file is quite large (due

to the paintings), so be prepared for a longer download time (even with WiFi). I have since

purchased other Delphi Classics collections and look forward to the same quality product.

I can't begin to thank Delphi enough for all of the products they put out. This new Masters of Art

series is yet another feather in their cap as they continue to provide unbelievable collections for

eBook readers. Here you can see all of Van Gogh's paintings, as well as read a biography on

Vincent, see highlights with background information on his most famous works. Perhaps the best

part of this is his collection of letters, which I love to read, a little at a time. While I can only see his

paintings in B/W on my Kindle (non-Fire), I love to open the book on my browser, where I can see

them in color.Seriously, for this price, why are you even looking at reviews? But it.

I am uncertain whether this is truly the complete works of VvG; if not, it must certainly come close. It

is a quick reference for looking at / for looking up images of VvG's paintings etc. If you are looking

up some detail to cross reference with another work you might find it quickly here but only after you



have learned to find your way around this "book". â€” You might also get pleasure from it if you are

stuck in a long check-out counter queue or waiting for a dryer to finish up. That said, you will

probably be disappointed at quite so many small images, most of which are adequate. A few images

are a true thumbs down.Still I love having it all in hand.

So grateful for this wonderful resource! I have quite a collection of books on Van Gogh and his art,

but this contains some works I had not seen. I view this on the Kindle app for ipad and both the

resolution and the color rendering are very good, better than most books. I appreciate their detail

images, which allow close study of brush marks. I hope Delphi sells tons of ebooks from this series,

both so they add new artists, and so they show the greedy publishers who charge $10-15 for

ebooks (no paper, ink, printing or shipping) just how appreciative the buying public is of excellent

quality affordable ebooks! I sure am, and plan on buying many more in this series!

What an inspiration and pleasure is to view the pictures of this supreme master in canvas.It takes

you onto the world of fantasy. Yet it's so hard to believe that he never sold one of his paintings and

now if you had just one you'd be rich.

A truly amazing value for the volume for what you get. All of his paintings, the letters, and the

biography written by Vincent's sister-in-law. Wonderful!

a STEAL ... beautiful pictures with blown up details plus a written biography

I was hoping that this would include his sketchings so I was disappointed when they did not. I

actually like his sketchings better than his paintings.
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